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Why do we need to reorder?

Patterns of Christian worship and Church life have changed enormously since the early 19th century 
when the current arrangement of our church furniture  was established.  Since that time successive 
generations have gradually removed pews to meet their changing needs, and members of our present 
congregation, and the Parish’s elected representatives the Parochial Church Council, have realised for a 
long time that a radical step is now required, the complete revision of the church accommodation.  

We now have another problem - the church heating system has failed and cannot be repaired.  Even 
if we decided to replace it entirely on a like for like basis installation of such a system would not be 
allowed under today’s regulations.   The installation of a new heating system is an urgent necessity.

These two separate issues, with their individual technical requirements, have now converged to a 
common solution.  The PCC, with a specialist project team, has been  planning  this for two years, and 
plans have reached a stage where, though not yet complete, can be made public.  This publication is 
essential for both the congregations of St. Martin’s and the wider community, who have a stake in the 
resources of the Church.

What do we plan to do?

We will seek a Faculty to install under floor heating throughout the Nave and War Memorial Chapel.  
This will require removal of the pews in the Nave.  Some of these are of beautiful workmanship and 
will be replaced, but in a position where their qualities can be fully appreciated and they add to the 
worship experience of their occupants.  The resulting gain in usable room of the whole project will allow 
provision of a safe kitchen and refreshment area, a second toilet and far more room in the Choir Vestry.

What other benefits will follow?

1. Under floor constant heating will help preserve the building, evening out the rapid rise and fall in 
temperature that has  afflicted it since 1880.

2. We will be able to use the solar energy from our photovoltaic system to warm the church.
3. Under floor conduits will be installed to allow cable runs for audio-visual equipment, hearing 

assistance loops, CCTV, to all parts of the church now and in the future.
A well equipped kitchen/servery to modern specifications and standards will increase levels of hospitality 
for newcomers and community events.  It will afford extra seating space for very large congregations.

The following  plans show the proposed new layout of the church and the pictures an impression of 
what it might look like.  The floor colours are not necessarily those that will be used, they are only to 
show different kinds of surface at this stage.   This folder will be updated as the scheme progresses 
and in response to questions received about the structural changes that might occur. These may 
be posed by members of the congregations and bodies such as Historic England that have a 
statutory interest in all such schemes.



The Nave

All the pews in the Nave will be removed and initially put into store.  When the work on the floor has 
been completed those from the front rows of the Nave will be reinstated in the North Aisle facing south 
so that they are in full view, and their occupants will feel part of the congregation instead of being cut 
off staring at the organ pipes.  This participation will augment many of the different service seating 
arrangements made possible by clearing the Nave.  No other pews will be moved, those in the Lady 
Chapel and Chancel will only be affected by the under-pew heaters in the Nave being refitted to warm 
their occupants in winter.

New stackable chairs will be required and will  be stored when not in use in the first Chantry Chapel.  The 
second will continue as the music equipment store and also house a manifold for the heating system.

North Aisle

In addition to the  relocated  pews there will be  a capacious  book cupboard behind the leaflet
rack to the left of the North Door.  To the right of the door will be the new location of the current  toy 
and book corner.  The front, east facing, wall of this area will be the current pew front and shelf with 
access to the area through what is now the North Aisle walkway to the WWI memorial tablet and 
window.  There will be cupboards along the north and south walls and on the south side there will be 
a an etched glass screen to a height of 2 metres, about the height of the old pillar candle shelves. The 
area will be carpeted.

South Aisle

The former toy and book corner at the west end becomes the Kitchen/Servery area with a new kitchen 
unit containing all the necessary equipment for serving light refreshments at an appropriate temperature.  
There will be no facility for food preparation and cooking.  Removable serving units across the front of 
the area in conjunction with the full height glass screen on the north side will secure the safety of the 
servers when the kitchen is in use as such.  When needed for extra seating the glass screen will not 
isolate the occupants in the way the current wooden barrier does.

South Chancel

The floor of the War Memorial Chapel will be raised to accommodate the under-floor heating. This 
eliminates the step from the central Chancel by the organ console but results in a full width step at 
the junction with the Nave and South Aisle.  This will be protected with a two metre high etched glass 
screen extending nearly the full width but leaving an opening near the pulpit to maintain the current 
walkway.  Small Services and group activities, which since 2011, have taken place in the Chapel and 
spill into the South Aisle for want of any other space in the church will now be able to take place in the 
cleared Nave.  An added bonus of the new arrangement is that it provides a secluded area for group 
activities that require this, the only other such area at present being the Lady Chapel.
 





The Heating System

The new under floor system of water pipes is laid over damp proof membrane and covered with a thin 
concrete layer and floor covering.  The nature of the floor covering is determined by the function it has 
to perform in its individual situation. 

The water is heated by electricity generated by the solar panels on the church roof.  If this is ever 
inadequate a modern high efficiency gas boiler is brought into action by an electrical control system 
which monitors the temperature of the church and the circulating water.  In really severe conditions 
the recently replaced, but still as noisy, old gas heated blown air heater that warms the War Memorial 
Chapel can be brought into action.  Electric under pew heaters in the Lady Chapel and Chancel  are 
available too.  

The new gas boiler, pumps, hot water tank and control box required in the Choir Vestry take up so much 
less space than the present gas heater that room will be made for a new toilet.  The present toilet will 
be brought up to current standards for toilets for people with disabilities.











The Pews

The church has a long and interesting history stretching back at least to the Norman Conquest  and the 
pews, even though they dominate all other visual features, and were installed relatively recently, are a 
vital part of that historical heritage.  They were constructed at an important period of Liskeard’s history, 
the mid 19th century mining boom, and a few are of very fine workmanship indeed.  These examples 
in the Nave, however, are only visible to the clergy conducting a service.   The Chancel and Lady Chapel 
pews will not be affected other than by the provision of under-pew heating.  The relatively low quality 
pews to be removed will be from the middle and rear of the Nave.

At the moment people having to sit in the North Aisle pews when numbers are very large  have to look 
straight ahead at the organ pipes. They are effectively segregated from the rest of the congregation.  
The plan is to swing the beautiful front rows of pews through 90 degrees and place them along the 
north wall so that their occupants will look into the main body of the church, and these pews will be 
visible from nearly the whole building.

Other parts of the very front and back panels of the blocks of pews will be utilised in the construction 
of the new crèche.





Next Steps

It is hoped to submit an application for a Faculty to proceed  in time for the 
Diocesan Advisory Committee’s meeting this autumn.  The DAC have already 
visited the church to examine our proposals and these have been modified to 
take advantage of their advice, and also that of Historic England.  The application 
process will have to take into consideration the views of other bodies such 
as the Victorian Society and Church Buildings Council.  The DAC may request 
supplementary information.

When, eventually, the DAC advise that a Faculty should be granted a period 
of public consultation begins.  The full plans are made available and anybody 
who objects to them can make representation to the Chancellor of the Diocese, 
who acts independently.  It is the Chancellor who  will decide whether a Faculty 
should be granted.
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